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Fund Commentary1
Stocks rose, taking their cues from U.S. markets, which were driven by policy
expectations for the upcoming Trump administration (primarily tax cuts, deregulation,
and infrastructure spending). The best-performing sectors included financials,
especially banks, on higher interest rates and the anticipation of a friendlier regulatory
environment. The worst performers included defensives and interest-rate sensitive
sectors.
On a relative basis, the Fund underperformed the broader market. Economically
sensitive sectors, most notably financials and energy, outperformed. Financials,
stemming from both stock selection and an underweight to the sector was the largest
detractor from relative results. In particular, our underweight to North American banks
hurt relative performance. Stock selection and an overweight to the traditional yieldoriented sectors including utilities and telecom also served to hinder relative returns.
On a positive note, technology and materials were among the largest positive
contributors.
Global economies will likely face rising yields, impediments to trade, and in China,
some degree of deleveraging. On the positive side, stocks stand to benefit from a shift
away from monetary policy and toward fiscal policy as a means to invigorate economic
growth. We could see a substantial increase in cyclical earnings growth in the U.S. if
President-elect Trump successfully implements the key planks of his economic
platform.
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Benchmark: MSCI World Index
Net Dividend

Gross Expense Ratio: 4.24%
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Net Expense Ratio3: 1.00%
Actual Expense Ratio4: 1.00%

Performance information represents past performance and does not guarantee future results. Current performance may be higher or
lower than the performance data cited. The investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor’s
shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than the original cost. For performance information current to the most recent month
end, please visit www.tdamusa.com. Performance greater than one year is annualized.
Before investing you should carefully read the prospectus and/or the summary prospectus and carefully consider the investment
objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the Fund. The prospectus and the summary prospectus contain this and other information
about the Fund and may be obtained by calling 1-866-416-4031.
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Important Information
1.

All information provided within this document is current as of the date indicated on the first page unless otherwise specified and is subject to
change. Source: TD Asset Management.

2.

Benchmark performance is not impacted by fees. There are no fees for the benchmark as one cannot invest in an index.

3.

The Adviser has contractually agreed to waive fees and reimburse expenses at least through May 31, 2017.

4.

Actual Expense Ratio is annualized for the six month period ending July 31, 2016 as calculated in the most recent semi-annual or annual
report.

TDAM USA Inc. is a Delaware corporation registered as an investment adviser with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). In
providing investment management services and advice, TDAM USA Inc. has available to it, and draws on, the personnel, resources and experience
of TD Asset Management Inc. TD Asset Management Inc. is not registered in the United States as an investment adviser with the SEC and does not
offer its services within the United States.
TD Asset Management operates through TD Asset Management Inc. in Canada and through TDAM USA Inc. in the United States. Both are whollyowned subsidiaries of The Toronto-Dominion Bank.
The Fund is a series of TD Asset Management USA Funds Inc. SEI Investments Distribution Co., which is not affiliated with TD Asset Management
or any of its affiliates, acts as distributor of shares of the Fund.
This material is for informational purposes only and is not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security or other financial product or instrument.
The information does not provide individual financial, legal, tax or investment advice and is for information purposes only.
Commentary provided herein reflects the authors’ opinion as of the date of this document, and is subject to change without notice. There is no
guarantee that any forecast or opinion in this material will be realized. The statements contained herein are based on material believed to be reliable
but cannot be guaranteed. Where such statements are based in whole or in part on information provided by third parties, they are not guaranteed to
be accurate or complete. The Toronto-Dominion Bank and its affiliates are not liable for any errors or omissions in the information or for any loss or
damage suffered.
Certain statements in this document may contain forward-looking statements (“FLS”) that are predictive in nature and may include words such as
“expects”, “anticipates”, “intends”, “believes”, “estimates” and similar forward-looking expressions or negative versions thereof. FLS are based on
current expectations and projections about future general economic, political and relevant market factors, such as interest and foreign exchange
rates, equity and capital markets, and the general business environment, assuming no changes to tax or other laws or government regulation or
catastrophic events. Expectations and projections about future events are inherently subject to risks and uncertainties, which may be unforeseeable
and may be incorrect in the future. FLS are not guarantees of future performance. Actual events could differ materially from those expressed or
implied in any FLS. A number of important factors including those factors set out above can contribute to these digressions. You should avoid
placing any reliance on FLS. TD Asset Management may not update any FLS.

Investment Risks
In addition to the normal risks associated with investing, international investments may involve risk of capital loss from unfavorable fluctuation in
currency values, from differences in generally accepted accounting principals or from social, economic or political instability in other nations.
Emerging markets involve heightened risks related to the same factors as well as increased volatility and lower trading volume. Investments in
mid-size and smaller companies typically exhibit higher volatility. Income-producing common stocks that meet the Fund’s investment criteria may
not be widely available and/or may be concentrated in one or a few regions or sectors, which may impact the Fund’s ability to produce current
income while remaining diversified. Bonds are subject to interest rate risk and will decline in value as interest rates rise. Not FDIC Insured • May
Lose Value • No Bank Guarantee.
MSCI makes no express or implied warranties or representations and shall have no liability whatsoever with respect to any MSCI data contained
herein. The MSCI data may not be further redistributed or used as a basis for other indices or any securities or financial products. This report is not
approved, reviewed or produced by MSCI.
®The TD logo and other trademarks are the property of The Toronto-Dominion Bank. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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